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ABSTRACT

ZrO2-EMF measurements were carried out on natural biotite samples between about 400
and 1100 8C in a closed system in a pure argon atmosphere (99.9999%). The EMF patterns
are complex and cannot be compared to classical equilibrium 1/T-log ƒ data. Instead, theO2

electrochemical method, when applied to hydrous phases, is a non-equilibrium, dynamic
technique, comparable to differential thermal analyses. The data are interpreted from the
perspective of atomic processes that control EMF readings and in light of mica-breakdown
reactions known from the literature. These breakdown reactions occur at mainly three
temperatures marking the onset of dehydroxylation, of oxidation, and of breakdown to
oxides. The new application of ZrO2-EMF measurements proposed herein demonstrates
the advantage of dynamic tracking of mica breakdown reactions; so that in a single ex-
periment, all breakdown reactions may be studied sequentially for a specific mineral
sample.

INTRODUCTION

Any experimental study of hydrous minerals should
consider their stability and composition in terms of Ptot,
P , and, for Fe-bearing minerals, ƒ . In addition, theH O O2 2

potential breakdown of these hydrous minerals may begin
at temperatures that, in the case of micas, are as low as
500 8C. The redox stability of igneous and metamorphic
rocks containing micas and amphiboles involves condi-
tions generally between the magnetite-hematite (MH) and
wüstite-magnetite (WM) buffers (for a recent review see
Cygan et al. 1996). To assess the relation between crystal
chemistry and mica stability, heating experiments were
performed historically in air or in vacuum, and synthetic
mica, produced under ƒ -controlled environments, wasO2

studied by Mössbauer spectroscopy (e.g., Redhammer et
al. 1993). In our desire to explore the redox conditions
during the genesis of natural hydrous minerals and their
host rocks, we decided to investigate the suitability of the
ZrO2-EMF technique. Since the pioneering work by Sato
(1965, 1971) on electrochemical measurements to assess
geologic oxygen fugacities, this technique has been used
to investigate redox conditions of specific geologic en-
vironments (e.g., Sato 1972; Friel and Ulmer 1974; Ulmer
et al. 1976; Sato and Valenza 1980; Arculus and Delano
1980, 1981; Elliott et al. 1982; Ulmer 1984; Ulmer et al.
1987; Kozul et al. 1988; Virgo et al. 1988). Zirconia elec-
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trodes also have been used to obtain revised values of
standard redox buffers (e.g., O’Neill and Pownceby 1993)
and to monitor furnace gas ƒ (e.g., Huebner 1987). InO2

addition, the zirconia-based EMF technique is widely
used as an oxygen-sensing device in industry (Claussen
et al. 1984), in combustion control (Badwal et al. 1984),
in automotive exhaust emission control (Muse and Soe-
jima 1983), and in fuel cells (Huijsmans et al. 1989).

For hydrous minerals, the intended use of the ZrO2-
EMF technique confronts one with at least three imme-
diate questions. (1) In view of the conventional use of
the ZrO2-EMF technique between 700 and 1100 8C,
would these ZrO2 cells function at low-enough tempera-
tures? (2) Given the dehydroxylation of micas at temper-
atures as low as 500 8C, how would such log ƒ -T dataO2

compare to classical redox equilibrium measurements on
non-hydrous minerals? (3) Would it be possible to inter-
pret such, presumably dynamic, non-equilibrium data
from the breakdown of hydrous minerals in relation to
established mica-reaction processes?

With regard to question 1, we recently illustrated and
discussed that redox systems, such as gas mixtures, con-
ventional oxygen buffers, and Y-doped ZrO2 cells, oper-
ate at low temperatures. Specifically, low temperature
ZrO2-EMF measurements on buffers were reproducible
and linear in 1/T-log ƒ to temperatures as low as 300O2

8C, which confirmed the reliability of this method (Burk-
hard et al. 1991; Burkhard and Ulmer 1995a). These re-
sults and calibrations set the stage for carrying out an
initial study on oxide and silicate mineral redox stabilities
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TABLE 1. List of samples, their localities and references

Sample Mineral Locality Reference/Source

Granite samples
Berg 11b
Berg 18a
Berg 3a
Berg 19c

biotite
biotite
biotite
biotite

Bergell, Southern Alps, Switzerland/Italy
Bergell, Southern Alps, Switzerland/Italy
Bergell, Southern Alps, Switzerland/Italy
Bergell, Southern Alps, Switzerland/Italy

Burkhard (1993)
Burkhard (1993)
Burkhard (1993)
Burkhard (1993)

Samples from Alkaline provinces
Ves (E10975)
Pa. 1 (E10975)

Pa. 2 (E8060)

phlogopite
phlogopite

phlogopite

Vesuvius, Italy probl. 72 AD eruption
Palabora Carbonatite, Forskor
Transvaal, South Africa
Loolekop Pipe, N Transvaal,

South Africa

Museum of Victoria (Melbourne)
Museum of Victoria (Melbourne)

Museum of Victoria (Melbourne)
Museum of Victoria (Melbourne)

Uganda 1 (C5927)
Uganda 2 (C5691)

phlogopite
phlogopite

Lake Kikorongo ejecta, Uganda
Micropyroxenite-Xenolith

believed to represent metasomatized
Upper mantle

A. Cundari, Naples
A. Cundari, Naples

at these low temperatures (Burkhard and Ulmer unpub-
lished data), including a technique-pilot study on micas
(Burkhard and Ulmer 1995b). We herein report the results
of our general investigation of Fe-bearing micas, pur-
posely chosen from a wide range of geologic settings,
such as granites, carbonatites, and mantle peridotites.

The 1/T-log ƒ patterns for these micas cannot be com-O2

pared to the patterns of known equilibrium oxygen fu-
gacity studies of non-hydrous minerals. Instead, these pat-
terns are shown to be able to track the progress of
dehydroxylation and oxidation reactions. The technique
is comparable to the dynamic tracking of reactions during
differential thermal analyses (DTA). In the light of liter-
ature data on mica redox and breakdown reactions, as
obtained from many different techniques, we show that
there is a good correlation between those reported reac-
tion temperatures and our data. ZrO2-EMF measurements
on mica can therefore, in a single experiment, provide
data on reaction characteristics that heretofore have re-
quired a series of separate experiments such as thermal
gravimetric analyses (TGA), DTA, infrared analyses (IR),
X-ray diffraction (XRD), and Mössbauer spectroscopy.

METHOD AND PROCEDURE

Sample selection and separation
Biotite separates were prepared from fresh rock sam-

ples. They had no or only minor alteration such as chlor-
itization, and had as few inclusions as possible. Sample
location and further descriptions are given in Table 1.

Because EMF measurements are very sensitive to any
reducing agent such as organics, metals, or carbides in-
troduced during sample preparation of which even traces
would dominate the signal, special care was taken during
the mineral separation to avoid any contact with such
agents. Rock samples were diamond-sawed into cubes,
wrapped in paper and then crushed gently with a hammer.
The fragments were sieved with a 1 cm 3 500 mm 3 250
mm sieve arrangement, washed in distilled water, and
dried at 60 8C. Flakes were separated from mica fractions
between 500 mm and 1 cm mica ‘‘books,’’ and more gran-
ular mica was separated from the fractions between 250

and 500 mm. Final hand-picking under a binocular mi-
croscope was carried out to obtain a purity of better than
99%.

Method

The electrochemical method detects a voltage between
two sides of a specific-ion-membrane that separates phas-
es or environments of different activities, or fluids of dif-
ferent fugacity (partial pressure). The use of a standard
of known activity or fugacity on one side of the mem-
brane allows one to convert the developed voltage (EMF)
to the activity or fugacity of the unknown at the other
side through the Nernst equation. The membrane com-
monly used to sense oxygen fugacity (ƒ ) is ZrO2, dopedO2

with either Y2O3 or CaO to stabilize the ZrO2 cubic poly-
morph and to improve mechanical stability over a wide
temperature range. Furthermore, the dopant creates oxy-
gen vacancies that are necessary for the development of
the EMF.

Here, EMF measurements were taken with ZrO2 cells
doped with 8 wt% Y2O3. The cells were arranged in the
same double-cell setup described in detail in Burkhard
and Ulmer (1995a). In brief, the double-cell arrangement
uses a well-defined CO2-H2 gas mixture called the furnace
gas (FCE), which ‘‘bridges’’ the two cells. The mixing
ratio of CO2-H2 FCE gas is 100/1 (i.e., log mixing ratio
12). While the bottom cell reads the EMF for air against
FCE, the top cell, containing the mica sample (typically
about 20 mg) in a Ag60Pd40 bucket, reads the EMF of the
sample against the FCE. Subsequent to sample loading,
this top ZrO2 cell was vacuum-flushed with ultra-pure Ar
(99.9999%) through five cycles and finally filled with this
Ar at a pressure of 1.33 3 105 Pa. The Ar-filled free space
equals about 1 cm3. According to PVT-relationships for
Ar as an ideal gas, pressure increases to 6.3 3 105 Pa at
the peak temperature of 1100 8C of the experiments,
which could also be confirmed experimentally. EMF data,
taken with a high impedance Keithley 619 voltmeter (1014

Ohm), were converted to log ƒ values using the NernstO2

equation, log ƒ 5 2DE/0.0496 T (T in Kelvin), takingO2

into account correction procedures described in Burkhard
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and Ulmer (1995a). Ar blank tests showed that the ƒ isO2

temperature independent, commensurate with the
99.9999% purity of Ar, and that therefore neither air nor
furnace gas leaked into the top cell.

Depending on the temperature at which we first ob-
served an electrical contact upon heating, the EMF data
acquisition started between 400 and 500 8C and was car-
ried out up to about 1100 8C in steps of 10 to 40 degrees.
All EMF data were taken after temperature was stabilized
(62 8C), which was generally the case within minutes
after reaching the set temperature. Depending on the spe-
cific stage of the experiment, EMF readings were either
‘‘steady-state’’ or ‘‘non-steady-state.’’ We define steady-
state values as being stable within minutes, and steady
within 61 mV over 20 min (shown in solid symbols here-
after), yet this does not imply that these were necessarily
equilibrium data (see discussion). We define the non-
steady-state readings as those that occurred at some char-
acteristic temperatures, T1 and T2, at which the EMF did
not stabilize. Instead, the voltage increased continuously
over a period of 7 h or longer (shown as open symbols
to emphasize their special dynamic nature). After these
long holds at the temperature of such non-steady-state
behavior, subsequent cooling and re-heating was found to
follow a steady-state ƒ -T path. The usual time for a bi-O2

otite run was around 14 to 18 h. In at least one case
(Berg3a), enough sample was available for duplicate runs,
which proved reproducibility of the ƒ -T path and char-O2

acteristic temperatures within experimental error.

Chemical analyses, X-ray diffraction, and Mössbauer
spectroscopy

To characterize the mica and to detect possible changes
of the redox state caused by the EMF experiment, we
analyzed the original and the heat-treated samples (where
sample preparation was possible), using a Cameca SX-50
electron microprobe operating at 15 kV and 25 nÅ. Nat-
ural standards were used for Si, Ca (wollastonite), Mg
(periclase), Fe (hematite), Ti (rutile), Na (jadeite), Ba
(benitoite), K (in a pyrochlore), Cl (NaCl), and P (apa-
tite); synthetic standards were used for Al (Al2O3), F
(NaAlF4), and for Cr, Mn, and Zn (pure elements). Small
run products of 20 mg did not permit further meaningful
routine investigations. However, in one case (Uganda 2),
despite unavoidable orientation-related textural effects, an
investigation with XRD could be performed before and
after the EMF measurement. These XRD data were ob-
tained with a Rigaku DMAXB computer-controlled hor-
izontal goniometer, equipped with a standard focus Cu
tube (45 kV and 30 mÅ). A curved-crystal graphite
monochromator filtered the diffracted beam. The contin-
uous scan mode for the pattern was set at a range of 2–
908 2u with a sampling interval of (0.058) and a scan rate
of 28/min. External calibration of the goniometer is based
on silicon powder (NBS 640b), and intensity measure-
ments are based on internal calibration with cerium oxide
(NBS 674a). The mica samples were prepared without
further grinding. Slurries of mica were evaporated on

quartz plates to produce minimal background patterns.
The preparations were re-slurried and multi-scanned to
produce an averaged result for peak position and
intensity.

On three samples, Berg3a, Berg11, and Pa2, we carried
out 57Fe Mössbauer spectroscopy (300 K) to compare the
Fe-valence state in the micas, both before and after the
EMF measurements. Spectra were collected on a conven-
tional spectrometer (Fa. Halder Electronics, Germany)
running in constant acceleration mode with triangular ve-
locity shape, 1024 channel MCA, and horizontal arrange-
ment of the 57Co/Rh source, absorber, and detector. To
avoid texture effects arising from oriented mica flakes,
the absorber was placed at 548 (magic angle) to the in-
cident g-rays (Ericsson and Wäppling 1976). Any crush-
ing necessary in the course of the absorber preparation
(thickness 2.5 mg Fe/cm2) was done under acetone for no
more than 2–3 min to avoid oxidation. For absorber prep-
aration, the mica powder was carefully mixed and ho-
mogenized with powdered sugar and filled into copper-
rings with an inner diameter of 10 mm and a thickness
of 2 mm. Spectra were usually run until an off-resonant
count of at least 2 3 106 counts per channel was reached.
All spectra were calibrated to an a-Fe foil and were an-
alyzed by least-squares refinement assuming Lorentzian
line shapes of symmetric doublets with the program
MOESALZ (Lottermoser et al. 1992).

Spectra were refined using up to 5 doublets corre-
sponding to octahedral Fe21 (M1 and M2) as well as oc-
tahedral (M1 and M2) and tetrahedral Fe31. According to
previous studies, the Fe21 doublet with the larger splitting
was assigned to an M2-like configuration, the inner one
corresponds to an M1-like configuration. For Fe31, the
assignment was done vice-versa (Annersten et al. 1974;
Dyar and Burns 1986; Dyar 1990; Redhammer et al.
1993, 1995). It should be emphasized that quantitative
M2/M1 occupancy ratios for Fe31 or Fe21 cannot be de-
duced from Mössbauer spectra alone. In contrast, Fe21/
Fe31 ratios as well as S(VIFe21 1 VIFe31 1 IVFe31) can be
extracted with high accuracy. However, the assignment of
Fe21 doublets to specific crystallographic sites in micas
is a point of current discussion (Rancourt et al. 1994a,
1994b; Rancourt 1994a, 1994b; Redhammer 1996).

RESULTS

In contrast to an essentially linear relationship between
log ƒ and 1/T for conventional equilibrium studies ofO2

anhydrous minerals, the data on the micas presented here-
in follow a complex pattern. Based on the shape of the
log ƒ vs. 1/T plots, we distinguished three types of micaO2

patterns: Type a shown in Figure 1, and Types b and c
shown in Figure 2. General characteristics are illustrated
schematically in Figure 3. Types a and b are in principle
similar, except that the Type b pattern is shifted by several
log units of ƒ to more oxidized conditions. MicroprobeO2

analyses are listed in Table 2, and Mössbauer data in Ta-
ble 3.
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FIGURE 1. EMF patterns (converted to log ƒ via theO2

Nernst equation) of Type a micas; filled symbols refer to
steady-state, and open symbols to non-steady-state behavior.
For further explanation and sample location, see text.

Overview of Type a and Type b
On the initial heating path, ƒ values were, as a rule,O2

oxidized and on the cooling path, ƒ values were moreO2

negative. Specifically, when cooling from 1100 8C, values
dropped by 0.5 to 4 log units below the FMQ buffer for
Type a, and approached the FMQ or NNO buffers for
Type b. All closed data points in Figures 1 and 2 show
steady-state data. Here, similar T-log ƒ values wereO2

measured, after going down and up temperature. At cer-
tain temperatures, T1, T2, and T3 (Figs. 1–3), the T-ƒO2

phenomena were non-steady-state and the EMF changed
significantly with time (open data points in the figures).
The onset of such non-steady-state behavior was depen-
dent on the heating rate (not slower than 10 8C steps per
quarter hour with temperature holds at each step). The
analogy of this non-steady state behavior to DTA or DSC
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FIGURE 2. EMF pattern of Type b and Type c micas (filled symbols: steady-state, open symbols: non-steady-state behavior).
Type b is similar to Type a micas, but the patterns are shifted to more oxidized values. Type c contains carbon, which dominates
any other EMF signal. For further explanation and details on samples, see text.

experiments, where heating rates often outrun the reaction
rate but nevertheless reveal the reaction process/progress,
suggests that the onset of the non-steady-state behavior
at T1, T2, and T3 marks the onset of reactions.

Type a

Type a represents the ‘‘normal case’’ (Burkhard and
Ulmer 1995b); five examples are shown in Figure 1.
Starting EMF values calculate to ƒ values in the vicinityO2

of the MH buffer1. The patterns are characterized by a
later marked increase in EMF (decrease in ƒ , relative toO2

the buffers) at two characteristic temperatures, T1 and T2,
between 505 and 540 8C and between 880 and 950 8C,
respectively. In some cases, a third temperature, T3,
around 1000 8C can be distinguished where the EMF de-
creases (ƒ increases, relative to buffers) upon heating.O2

1 Data were collected as a voltage, the EMF values. For con-
venience and the sake of comparison, we have plotted log ƒ ,O2

obtained by converting the EMF signal via the Nernst equation.
However, since ƒ implies equilibrium conditions, which we doO2

not claim to have at every stage of our dynamic measurement,
we refer to the actual EMF signal when discussing the dynamic
of the pattern.

Type b

Two examples of Type b are presented in Figure 2.
These micas show an overall pattern similar to Type a,
except for a shift to much more oxidized values and, spe-
cifically, a much more oxidized start. To investigate the
reason for these oxidized values, we repeated an EMF
measurement on one of these micas, Uganda 2, after dry-
ing overnight at 115 8C. Figure 2 compares the pattern
of the dried sample to that of the first undried sample,
plotted in one graph. The starting log ƒ values of theO2

dried sample are comparable to those of Type a and are
more negative by 12 log units than those of the undried
sample. Furthermore, with pre-drying, the first major
slope change, marking T1, occurs at a lower temperature
than without pre-drying (T ). This suggests that drying9

1

removed surface-adsorbed volatiles and that they were
responsible for the highly oxidized starting values of the
first experiment and delayed the reaction at T1. In addi-
tion, we carried out effluent gas analyses of CO2 and H2O
on Uganda 2, and compared the results to a mica that
showed a different EMF pattern, Berg 19, a Type c mica
(see below). After heat treatment in an Ar atmosphere at
780 8C for 2.5 h, sample Uganda 2 showed 87 ppm of
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FIGURE 3. A schematic sketch of the three mica types a, b,
and c with their characteristic features, i.e. reaction temperatures
and redox state at the beginning, during, and after the EMF ex-
periment. Arrows in two directions mark the steady-state behav-
ior and arrows in one direction mark the non-steady-state
behavior.

CO2 and 25 ppm of H2O. Sample Berg 19, heated to 1100
8C for 1 h, showed only 15 ppm H2O. CO2 and H2O re-
leased from Uganda 2 should include surface adsorbed
water, in addition to possible structurally bonded volatiles
or even inclusions, although we did not observe any in-
clusions optically. The mass balance of these gases and
their own ƒ -T values, when added to the 1 cm3 ofO2

99.9999 pure inert Ar in the cell, is consistent with the
highly oxidized starting values.

Type c
Two examples of Type c have log ƒ values belowO2

FMQ, during the initial heating as well during the cooling
(Fig. 2). In both cases (Berg 19 and Vesuvius), we found
carbon to have precipitated on the colder portions of the
Vycor filler rod. This type of carbon precipitation occurs
when CO2 (and hence also CO) is present within the ZrO2

cell. Carbon precipitation in such situations has been dis-
cussed in theory by Deines et al. (1974) and in the ZrO2

cell by Virgo et al. (1988). EMF experiments on mineral
phases associated with these micas in the rock (olivine
and magnetite), not shown here, in each case resulted in
carbon precipitation on the Vycor filler rod. Therefore,
and because all mica samples were prepared in the same
way, we do not feel that the reducing agent is a contam-
inant. Effluent gas analyses of Berg 19, as mentioned
above, showed only a small amount of water (15 ppm)
and no CO2 or CO (,1 ppm). In light of the influence of
volatiles on the EMF reading, as observed for Type b
mica (see above), this carbon would reduce H2O to pro-
vide the overall reducing atmosphere measured in the
cell.

Redox state
A comparison of the chemical composition of mica

samples prior to and after the run, (based on an average
of 3 to 8 microprobe analyses each) shows that the for-
mula proportions of cations agree within a systematic er-
ror on the order of 0.1 wt% (Table 2). Mössbauer data
on micas before and after the EMF experiment, however,
reveal significant changes of the redox state; all micas
have undergone a pronounced oxidation, and Fe31 has
increased by factors of 2.8 (Berg 11b), 3.3 (Berg 3a), and
10.8 (Pa2), as shown by data in Figures 4a to 4f and Table
3. The total Fe21 and Fe31 of these micas, before and after
the experiments (Table 3), are reliable to 62%. However,
the assigned distribution between the M1 and M2 sites
should be considered tentative and with caution.

DISCUSSION

The non-steady-state behavior at the temperatures T1,
T2, and T3 for mica Types a and b suggests that specific
mineral breakdown reactions have taken place. Mica
breakdown, in relation to oxidation upon heating, was
first described for the pure iron end-member biotite (an-
nite) as the ‘‘oxyannite substitution’’ (Rinne 1924). Upon
heating, biotite is converted to oxybiotite by a coupled
mechanism, whereby Fe21 and an hydroxyl react by elec-
tron transfer to Fe31 and hydrogen. The general oxidation
reaction is usually written as:

[Fe21 1 OH2] mica → [Fe31 1 O22]mica 1 ½H2 (1)

(e.g., Rimsaite 1970; Vedder and Wilkinson 1969; Farmer
et al. 1971; Veith and Jackson 1974; Ross and Rich 1974;
Tripathi et al. 1978; Hogg and Meads 1975; Bagin et al.
1980; Sanz et al. 1983).

To understand the diversity of EMF patterns and how
electrochemical measurements track dynamically the
breakdown reactions of micas, we shall first consider the
nature of EMF measurements, then review the literature
on mica stability with respect to dehydration and oxida-
tion reactions as reported in previous studies, based on
IR spectroscopy, TGA, and Mössbauer spectroscopy. We
shall then relate these concepts to our EMF data and to
the final redox state of the samples.
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TABLE 2. Electron microprobe analyses of the mica (average of 3 to 5 analyses)

Type a

Berg
11b

Berg
11 b/u Berg 18

Uganda1/
u

Pa
1u

Type b

Pa2 Pa 2/u
Berg
3a

Berg3a/
heat

Berg3a/
u

Type c

Uganda2
Berg
19c/u

Ves/
crush

SiO2

TiO2

Al2O3

Cr2O3

MgO

36.62
2.97

13.98
0.02

10.92

37.26
2.77

14.91
0.04

11.18

36.50
2.11

14.88
—

11.29

37.14
5.47

12.53
0.06

16.30

41.37
0.57
7.63
0.02

24.06

42.17
0.84
9.70
0.02

24.72

42.09
0.82
9.71
0.02

24.65

36.47
2.88

15.39
0.03

10.14

36.39
2.83

15.57
0.02

10.40

36.77
2.73

15.34
0.01

10.38

37.91
6.25

13.66
—

18.86

37.32
2.89

14.65
0.02

11.48

38.57
2.54

14.70
0.05

21.49
CaO
MnO
FeO
ZnO
BaO

0.00
0.39

19.49
0.07
0.03

0.00
0.37

19.42
0.02
0.04

—
0.32

20.90
0.13
0.04

0.00
0.10

13.21
0.03
0.16

0.00
0.05

10.57
0.03
0.07

0.00
0.04
6.94
0.01
0.07

0.00
0.06
7.00
0.01
0.07

0.00
0.53

19.00
0.06
0.06

0.00
0.49

18.52
0.06
0.03

0.00
0.52

19.88
0.05
0.05

0.07
0.04
8.33
0.03
—

0.01
0.37

19.05
0.05
0.03

0.00
0.04
6.90
0.04
0.46

Na2O
K2O
P2O5

F
Cl

0.07
8.92
0.00
0.44
0.02

0.08
9.24
0.00
0.41
0.02

0.07
8.99
—

0.31
0.03

0.34
9.00
0.01
0.22
0.01

0.06
10.05
0.00
0.86
0.04

0.01
9.72
0.00
0.53
0.00

0.01
9.79
0.01
0.53
0.00

0.08
8.81
0.01
0.65
0.02

0.09
9.06
0.00
0.64
0.02

0.09
9.23
0.00
0.63
0.02

—
9.98
—

0.01
0.29

0.11
9.32
0.00
0.41
0.02

0.27
9.07
0.01
0.55
0.03

total
O 5 F, Cl

93.94
0.19

95.77
0.18

95.57
0.14

94.59
0.10

95.39
0.37

94.79
0.22

94.76
0.22

94.13
0.28

94.13
0.27

95.71
0.27

95.43
0.07

95.74
0.18

94.71
0.24

Formula proportions based on 24 (O, OH, F, Cl)
Si
Al (IV)
Ti (IV)
S tetr.
Al (VI)

5.706
2.294
0
8.000
0.274

5.680
2.320
0
8.000
0.358

5.709
2.291
0
8.000
0.478

5.583
2.220
0.197
8.000
0.000

6.133
1.334
0.063
7.530
0

6.114
1.658
0.092
7.865
0

6.110
1.661
0.090
7.861
0

5.660
2.340
0
8.000
0.475

5.641
2.359
0
8.000
0.485

5.642
2.358
0
8.000
0.417

5.525
2.347
0.128
8.000
0

5.687
2.313
0
8.000
0.317

5.615
2.385
0
8.000
0.137

Ti (VI)
Cr
Mg
Ca
Mn

0.348
0.002
2.538
0
0.052

0.318
0.004
2.540
0
0.048

0.252
—

2.668
—

0.044

0.421
0.008
3.653
0
0.013

0
0.003
5.318
0
0.006

0
0.002
5.343
0
0.005

0
0.002
5.335
0
0.007

0.337
0.004
2.345
0
0.069

0.330
0.002
2.404
0
0.064

0.314
0.002
2.375
0
0.068

0.557
0.000
4.098
0.011
0.005

0.332
0.002
2.608
0.002
0.047

0.278
0.006
4.663
0
0.005

Fe
Zn
Ba
Na
K

2.540
0.008
0.002
0.020
1.773

2.476
0.003
0.002
0.023
1.798

2.473
0.015
0.002
0.023
1.890

1.661
0.003
0.009
0.099
1.726

1.310
0.003
0.004
0.018
1.901

0.842
0.002
0.004
0.003
1.798

0.850
0.001
0.004
0.004
1.812

2.466
0.007
0.004
0.024
1.745

2.401
0.007
0.002
0.027
1.791

2.551
0.005
0.003
0.028
1.806

1.016
0.003
0.000
0.000
1.856

2.427
0.005
0.002
0.032
1.812

0.840
0.004
0.026
0.077
1.684

P
F
Cl
OH

0.000
0.216
0.008
3.776

0.001
0.196
0.007
3.797

—
0.213
0.010
3.717

0.002
0.106
0.003
3.891

0.000
0.405
0.012
3.583

0.000
0.243
0.001
3.756

0.001
0.244
0.001
3.756

0.001
0.317
0.008
3.675

0.001
0.314
0.008
3.678

0.001
0.305
0.009
3.686

0.000
0.003
0.102
3.894

0.000
0.198
0.008
3.793

0.001
0.254
0.010
3.736

Note: u 5 used in an EMF experiment; heat 5 heat-treatment in an non-EMF experiment; crush 5 big flakes had to be ground slightly. (OH) 5 4 2
(F 1 CL).

The EMF signal
The basic concept of oxygen sensors, such as doped-

ZrO2, is the detection of a charge potential caused by
different concentrations of oxygen on two sides of such
a membrane. Essential for the conversion of a concentra-
tion to a detectable charge potential is the use of a cata-
lyst, which is typically Pt, in contact with the ZrO2 (for
a review, see Miyamoto and Mikouchi 1996). In our set-
up, Ag60Pd40 was used because it is less apt to alloy with
the transition elements in the sample. On the surfaces of
Ag60Pd40, O22 from the mica is chemisorbed and thus pro-
vides the charge potential. It is this process of chemi-
sorption that triggers the EMF measurement in what
would otherwise be neutral molecular gas species. Not
only O22 but also any other substance may equally be
chemisorbed on the noble metal surfaces and thus influ-
ence the EMF signal (e.g., Burkhard and Ulmer 1995a,
Fig. 6). Specifically, in the course of our EMF experi-
ment, mica breakdown may release not only O2, but also
hydroxyls, H2O and H2. In some cases, even CO, CO2, or
halogens may be released, as discussed below. Since each

hydroxyl, if chemisorbed as OH2, contributes only one
negative charge, it gives rise to a smaller EMF signal than
oxygen, chemisorbed as O22. H2 should increase the EMF
signal to a more reducing log ƒ value because it eitherO2

attracts oxygen already chemisorbed, or is itself chemi-
sorbed, dissociates, and thus provides two positive charg-
es. Any H2O, if chemisorbed, dissociates into OH2 and
H1, which in total is neutral. In principle, H2O should
therefore not influence the EMF signal unless the disso-
ciation products back-react into the mineral. Alternative-
ly, the H2O may impart an oxidizing effect if hydrogen
escapes. However, the data do not support any mechani-
cal leakage of H2, nor is H2 or H1 expected to migrate
along vacancies of positive holes in the ZrO2 cell. Finally,
if CO2 is liberated from the mica surface, it is chemi-
sorbed on the PdAg surface, by bending the straight 1808
angle of O 5 C 5 O, followed by dissociation to CO and
O22 (Bartos et al. 1986). This oxygen may either directly
decrease the EMF or it may react with H2, present in the
system, forming OH2. In either case, CO2 will decrease
the EMF (increase ƒ ).O2
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TABLE 3. Mössbauer spectroscopic data of three mica samples, each before and after (‘‘u’’) the EMF experiment

Total Fe21

in M1, M2

Total Fe31

in M1, M2,
tetr.

Change in
Fe31/Fe21

Fe21 M1

IS DEq G A

Fe21 M2

IS DEq G A

Pa.2*
Pa.2 u.

74
39

26
61

0.22 1.12
1.11

2.36
2.34

0.36
0.41

35
17

1.10
1.11

2.68
2.65

0.27
0.31

39
22

Berg 11
Berg 11 u.

88
66

12
34

0.26 1.12
1.10

2.23
2.16

0.45
0.51

51
45

1.12
1.11

2.66
2.63

0.28
0.37

37
21

Berg 3a
Berg 3a u.

82
41

18
59

0.14 1.07
1.11

2.18
2.16

0.40
0.54

34
34

1.11
1.12

2.59
2.90

0.31
0.26

48
7

Average
Dyar (1990)

1.09
(0.02)

2.26
(0.13)

1.12
(0.02)

2.57
(0.12)

Notes: IS 5 isomer shift [mm/s]; DEq 5 quadrupole splitting [mm/s]; G 5 full width at half maximum [mm/s]; IS, DEq, G 5 60.02 mm/s; A 5 62%.
A 5 relative intensity (area) [%].

* Values given for Fe31 are intermediate between M1 and M2.

Literature review: Biotite stability during heating
The stability of biotite has found much interest in Earth

sciences and ceramic industry. While phase equilibria
were considered by Yoder and Eugster (1954), Eugster
and Wones (1962), and Wones and Eugster (1965), an-
other focus has been biotite stability in relation to dehy-
droxylation and oxidation. The mechanism of dehydrox-
ylation has been investigated by TGA and by IR
spectroscopy, whereas the oxidation state has been eval-
uated mainly by Mössbauer spectroscopy. From this
background, the ‘‘oxyannite’’ component (Eq. 1) has been
established. More specifically, one finds that in vacuum
H2 is released, whereas in air environmental oxygen be-
comes involved leading to the release of H2O (Farmer et
al. 1971; Hogg and Meads 1975). The research on de-
hydroxylation and oxidation, carried out mainly in air, but
in some cases also in vacuum, suggests the following
three-step reaction (e.g., Vedder and Wilkins 1969; Tri-
pathi et al. 1978; Rancourt et al. 1993). The first step is
the liberation of the least tightly bonded OH2 associated
with empty octahedral sites, between 300 to 600 8C, in
vacuum (Tripathi et al. 1978; Sanz et al. 1983). With in-
creasing temperatures, dehydroxylation continues togeth-
er with oxidation, starting below 400 8C in an oxidizing
environment, but not below 800 8C in an oxygen-poor
environment (Hogg and Meads 1975). For Fe-poor bio-
tite, oxidation starts as low as 280 8C (Tripathi et al.
1978). The second step involves oxidation, occurring with
increasing temperature in three continuous reactions that
expel one electron and hydrogen (Rimsaite 1970; Hogg
and Meads 1975; Tripathi et al. 1978):

21Fe in cis-M2 isolated octahedral sites:
21 31 1 2Fe [O (OH) ] ↔ Fe (O OH) 1 H 1 e (2a)4 2 5

21Fe in adjacent cis-M2 octahedral sites:

21 31 1 2Fe [O (OH) ] ↔ Fe (O ) 1 ½H 1 H 1 e (2b)4 2 6 2

21Fe in cis-M2 and trans-M1 sites:

21 31 1 2Fe [O (OH) ] ↔ Fe (O OH) 1 H 1 e or4 2 5

31 1 2Fe (O ) 1 ½H 1 H 1 e . (2c)6 2

Third, investigations in air at higher temperatures suggest
that above 1000 8C dehydroxylation affects those OH2

groups that are linked to ions other than Fe, such as Mg21

(Tripathi et al. 1978; Hogg and Meads 1975; Vedder and
Wilkins 1969), leaving a vacancy M, by the reaction:

[OH2 1 OH2]bio → [M 1 O22]bio 1 H2O. (3)

According to Hogg and Meads (1975), this reaction is
possibly equivalent to, or it initiates, the final structural
mica breakdown to oxides, including Fe2O3 at 900–1000
8C in air.

EMF pattern of Type a and Type b mica

At T , T1. Any heating process up to 220 8C releases
surface-adsorbed or loosely bonded molecular water (e.g.,
Van der Waals bonding) and, at temperatures around 300
8C, dehydroxylation starts (Knauth and Epstein 1982;
Sanz et al. 1983) according to step 1. Starting conditions
for our experiments with samples in an Ar atmosphere,
even up to 6.3 3 105 Pa, should resemble vacuum con-
ditions. As illustrated with the example of Uganda 2, high
ƒ values and an oxidizing environment, observed forO2

Type a and specifically for Type b biotite, are consistent
with released surface H2O and possibly also CO2 (effluent
gas analyses), and with dehydroxylation. One should re-
alize that any gas released upon heating cannot disappear
out of the cell by diffusion and will remain in the system
during the entire experiment.

At T1 and T2. Continued heating of Types a and b mica
showed that the EMF increases (ƒ becomes more negative)O2

at a characteristic temperature T1, between 470 and 550 8C,
depending on the mica sample, and in some cases also at
T2, around 880 8C. This observation is consistent with oxi-
dation to Fe31, related to the concomitant expulsion of H2

documented in Equations 2a–c because H2 should produce
a reducing signal. T1 and T2 should therefore mark the onset
of biotite oxidation, the result of which is seen in the Möss-
bauer effect of the final products (Fig. 4a–f, and Table 3).
H2, once liberated, cannot react reversibly with the mica but
will be present in the atmosphere of the cell. This irrevers-
ible reaction is reflected in the non-steady-state portion of
the 1/T-log ƒ pattern.O2
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TABLE 3—Extended

Fe31 M2

IS DEq G A

Fe31 M1

IS DEq G A

Fe31 tetr.

IS DEq G A

0.39
0.43

1.05
0.85

0.48
0.46

4
12

—
0.39

—
1.52

—
0.59

—
31

0.45
0.16

0.54
0.51

0.38
0.45

22
18

0.42
0.40

0.50
0.91

0.28
0.37

4
15

0.42
0.43

0.95
1.40

0.33
0.45

8
19

—
—

—
—

—
—

—
—

0.39
0.40

0.61
0.97

0.37
0.39

13
24

0.47
0.43

1.00
1.44

0.32
0.54

5
35

—
—

—
—

—
—

—
—

0.39
(0.02)

0.69
(0.10)

0.39
(0.03)

0.99
(0.16)

According to comparative studies (Ferrow 1987), the
oxidation of Fe21 in M2 is ‘‘faster’’ and ‘‘easier’’ than
the oxidation of Fe21 in M1. From activation energy con-
siderations, we infer that lower temperatures (T1) would
initiate the easier oxidation (Eq. 2a) and higher temper-
atures (T2) the more difficult oxidation (Eq. 2c). In some
samples, a third and intermediate temperature (T19) may
be recognized, all with a non-steady-state increase in
EMF (decrease in ƒ ). It is possible, therefore, that theO2

onset of reactions seen at T1, T and T2 correspond to the9
1

oxidation Equations 2a, 2b, and 2c, respectively.
In addition to natural samples, we considered a synthetic

hydroxy-fluorophlogopite with about 1.8 wt% H2O and
,100 ppm total iron (Hatch et al. 1957). The EMF exper-
iment, carried out after pre-drying at 110 8C, shows the Type
a pattern that starts above the MH buffer. Non-steady-state
behavior occurs at a higher temperature, T1 at 628 8C, and
T2 at 840 8C (Fig. 5). The fact that we observe breakdown
temperatures illustrates that the EMF technique indeed sens-
es dehydroxylation and hydrogen, the release of which is
related to oxidation in more Fe-rich samples. The high sen-
sitivity is provided by the high purity of Ar used whereby
one part per million of OH, hydrogen, or oxygen determines
by mass balance the EMF reading. Fluorine (F2), despite
its similar anion radius to O22, is not detected by ZrO2 cells
(Bourcier et al. 1987)2.

Samples Pa2 and Uganda 2 show a markedly higher T2

of 950 8C. Both these samples are Mg rich and hence
have less Fe21 to be oxidized. Pa2 corresponds to an Al-
undersaturated ferri-phlogopite with 22% of the total Fe
as Fe31 on the tetrahedral site (see Tables 2 and 3). Rel-
ative to the total amount of Fe, more Fe21 was oxidized
in sample Pa2 than in samples Berg 3a and Berg 11. The
increase in T2 by 60–70 degrees for Pa2, compared to the
other micas, suggests that oxidation is sluggish if only a

2 Although we consider the reaction of OH2 with the mica as
the most likely explanation of our findings, the possibility cannot
be ruled out that OH2 migrates along the positive holes caused
by defects of the Y-doping. This process has been considered
earlier in relation to zirconia cells being able to sense the pH
(e.g., Niedrach 1982; Bourcier et al. 1987). This pH sensing oc-
curred, however, at temperatures below 300 8C, and was not en-
hanced with temperature. To initiate ZrO2 to sense the pH, im-
mersion in water for several hours to days was necessary. Our
exposure times were short and not in high H2O or OH2 concen-
tration. Therefore, we do not believe that OH2 migration in the
ZrO2 was involved in our experiments.

small amount of Fe is available. This conclusion is in line
with the observations of Rimsaite (1970), who also found
that the breakdown process of mica is related to its Fe
content. A higher Mg content may stabilize F, known as
F-Fe avoidance principle (recognized since Ramberg
1952), and also increase the stability of mica (e.g., Sanz
and Stone 1979). This may be the reason why we ob-
served T2 at higher temperatures, although the F content
of these samples is still quite small and therefore the error
on the analyses rather large.

In samples Berg 18, Uganda 1, and Pa1, a third tem-
perature, T3, may be distinguished around 1000 8C. In
contrast to T1 and T2, the EMF decreases at T3 (ƒ in-O2

creases). The temperature around 1000 8C compares well
with the breakdown temperature of the final dehydroxyl-
ation (Eq. 3). Hogg and Meads (1975), looking at the
Mössbauer effect in mica that was heated above 1000 8C
for several hours, observed magnetic hyperfine interac-
tions. These findings suggested the presence of a-Fe2O3

resulting from the breakdown of mica to oxides. In our
case, there is no such indication, not even of superpara-
magnetism (Fig. 4). If mica breakdown was initiated at
T3, the duration of our EMF experiments at or above 1000
8C was too short to obtain detectable amounts of the
breakdown products.

Effect of heating on biotite structure
Heating, however, did cause structural changes in the

micas, as revealed by XRD and Mössbauer spectroscopy.
Figure 6 compares the XRD pattern of sample Uganda 2
before (pristine) and after (used) the EMF experiment.
The XRD pattern show four major features: no new
phase(s) is present; the peak intensities increase although
differentially; peak resolution decreases; and the unit-cell
basal spacing decreases. We interpret these features to
indicate that the heat treatment was too short for diffu-
sion-controlled nucleation and growth of any additional
phases. The differential changes in intensity of the basal
reflections and the loss of a-2 peak resolution from the
pristine to used mica suggest structural changes within
the K-containing or Fe,Mg containing planes. Sample
preparation could have influenced orientation and hence
intensities of mica diffraction, however, mica preparation
was internally calibrated with cerium oxide and samples
were not re-ground. Specifically, note that the (008) re-
flection at about 758 has a 1:1 ratio between used and
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FIGURE 4. Mössbauer spectra of selected biotites prior to (a,
c, e) and after (b, d, f ) the EMF experiment. In all cases, the
EMF experiment caused an increase of the line widths of the
doublets, an increase of Fe31 quadrupole splitting, and a small
decrease of the Fe21 quadrupole splitting. Specifically: (a) Biotite
Pa2, prior to the experiment. Pa2 is an Al-undersaturated ferri-
phlogopite and shows 22% of the total iron as IVFe31. The con-
centration of VIFe31 is low; (b) Biotite Pa2, after the EMF ex-
periment. The amount of VIFe31 has increased from 4 to 43% of

the total Fe; (c) Biotite Berg 11b prior to the EMF experiment.
The spectrum is typical for biotite with a composition interme-
diate between annite and phlogopite, with 12% VIFe31, and no
evidence for IVFe31; (d) Biotite Berg11b after the EMF experi-
ment. Twenty-one percent of Fe21 was oxidized to Fe31; (e) Bi-
otite Berg3a prior to the EMF experiment is similar to Berg 11b
but has a higher initial Fe31 content of 18%; and (f ) Biotite
Berg3a after the EMF experiment shows an increase in Fe31 by
59%.
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FIGURE 5. EMF pattern of a synthetic hydroxy-fluorophlo-
gopite is of Type a.

FIGURE 6. XRD patterns of the Uganda 2 mica before (‘‘pris-
tine’’) and after (‘‘used’’) ZrO2 cell heat treatment. In a, the
‘‘used’’ pattern is shifted about 800 counts for clarity; in b, the
‘‘used’’ pattern is shifted about 800 counts and the 2u axis is
expanded for clarity.

pristine whereas the (005) reflection at about 458 has a 2:
1 ratio. Inasmuch as these multiple reflections and the
overall pattern have the same background, slurry sample
preparation could not have produced these changes.
These results support incipient change within the mica
structure as a result of heat treatment.

In the Mössbauer spectra (Fig. 4, Table 3) the effect of
heating on the local environment of Fe is seen in an in-
crease of the line width of all doublets, except for that of
Fe21 at the octahedral M2 site of Berg 3a. This broad-
ening of the resonant absorption lines is probably due to
increasing imperfection of the coordination polyhedra and
the lattice as a whole. The latter is probably caused by
the oxidation of Fe21 to Fe31. The quadrupole splitting,
DEq, of Fe31 on the octahedral M1 and M2 sites signifi-
cantly increases by about 0.4 mm/s in all samples. This
change is due to differences in local geometries of the
anion and next-nearest neighbor cation arrangement
around Fe31: the increase of DEq for Fe31 indicates a
more-distorted environment of octahedra in the oxidized
mica. In a similar way, there is a less-pronounced de-
crease of DEq for Fe21, except for Berg 3a. The oxidized
Berg 3a shows a very large DEq for Fe21 of 2.92 mm/s
on the M2 site and a rather small line width. Because this
sample contains 59% Fe31, it is assumed that this doublet
corresponds to another type of coordination, i.e., rear-
ranged octahedron with only O22 ions coordinating the
Fe21. This means that during heating, less hydrogen is
available to reduce the cell atmosphere within the ZrO2.
This lack of hydrogen might be another explanation for
the shift of this sample to quite oxidized values in the 1/
T-log ƒ diagram.O2

CONCLUSIONS

The ZrO2 electrochemical technique provides repro-
ducible signatures of Fe-bearing hydrous minerals, such
as biotite, of steady-state and non-steady-state behavior
in 1/T-log ƒ space. In the steady-state behavior (exceptO2

for samples with carbon or adsorbed gases) data cluster
within 61 log units of the FMQ buffer, in agreement with
classical expectations for rocks containing mica. The non-

steady-state behavior at temperatures T1, T2, and T3, de-
tects three major breakdown events, anticipated in the lit-
erature: (1) liberation of surface-absorbed and loosely
bonded H2O and CO2 at temperatures below 500 8C; (2)
the onset of oxidation, sometimes observable in up to
three episodes, at 505 to 546 8C (T1), 680 to 890 8C (T ),9

1
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and around 880–890 8C for biotite, and 950 8C for phlog-
opite (T2); and (3) the onset of final dehydroxylation
around 1000 8C (T3). Oxidation was confirmed by Möss-
bauer spectroscopy.

While we here propose a new application of the ZrO2-
EMF method, the qualitative approach, demonstrated
could evolve in the future to characterize hydrous mineral
breakdown signatures in relation to crystal chemistry.
Employing constant, fixed heating rates might provide ac-
cess to breakdown reactions, much like standard DTA or
DSC patterns have been utilized to characterize, for ex-
ample, clays (Mackenzie 1957, 1970). Such standardized
patterns should be able to ‘‘fingerprint’’ hydrous minerals
of different geologic settings.
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